Danby is a strong believer in the ongoing support of education and the athletics association. Proud to be a Gryphon? Here’s how you can help! $25 proceeds from each item sold will go to the University of Guelph to support the Athletics Program.

**Danby Air Purifier**

DAP143BAB-UV (BLACK) **$119**  
DAP143BAW-UV (WHITE) **$119**

- TRUE HEPA Filter (Captures 99.97% of airborne particles 0.3 microns)
- Carbon Activated Pre-filter and UV-A Light helps reduce odors.
- Ideal for 222 Square Feet Area with high CADR
- (Smoke 143, Dust 145, Pollen 228)
- 3 Fan Speeds with Electronic Control
- Silencer Technology: operates as low as 32dB (low fan speed).
- Energy Star® rated, AHAM Verified, ETL Certified

**Danby Compact Refrigerator**

DAR026A1BDD (BLACK) **$249**  
DAR026A1WDD (WHITE) **$249**

- 2.6 cu. ft. (73 L) capacity compact all refrigerator
- Energy Star® compliant
- Environmentally friendly R600a refrigerant
- Automatic defrost
- 2 full width and 1 - 1/2 width adjustable wire shelves
- CanStor® beverage dispensing system

**Danby Compact Refrigerator with Gryphons Logo**

DAR026A1BDD-GG (BLACK) **$327**